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What is 
Alightpay?

<

Alightpay is dedicated to providing a secure and 

user-friendly crypto management platform for the 

masses to secure and grow their crypto assets safely 

and conveniently Alightpay will serve users globally 

through its unique Software wallet it offers users an 

easy way to manage, swap, trade, and grow their crypto 

wealth without compromising assets security.

An innovative DEFI Wallet with a powerful ecosystem .
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Security is the fundamental user demand of asset 

management. Alightpay technology strives to protect 

users' assets from any malicious attacks.

Safe

More info

2022

Usability is the key factor to drive crypto adoption. 

Alightpay aims to provide frictionless experiences to 

all kinds of users in the easiest way.

Easy

More info

Making crypto easy and safe for 

everyone.

www.Alightpay.io
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Our Vision
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Blockchain Partners

www.Alightpay.io



Security is the fundamental user demand of asset 

management. SafePal technology strives to protect 

users' assets from any malicious attacks.

Value 
proposition

Alightpay brings value to our users by focusing on:

SECURITY

Usability is the key factor to drive crypto adoption. 

Alightpayl aims to provide frictionless experiences to 

all kinds of users in the easiest way.

User Experience

Users won't have to move their assets and key 

around in order to fulfill different tasks or join 

different DeFi projects. Alightpay provides one-stop 

platform for complete asset management.

Completeness

www.Alightpay.io   light Pay



Token
Listing

Alightpay  Wallet is able to list your tokens on 

Wallet page.

Click the Plus button and choose your token, 

then it can be shown on the page.
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Dapp 
Listing

 You can find your DApp on the Dapp  page. 

Enter Dapp  Page and search DApp on the top 

input box, then your DApp shows. Alightpay  

can also make twitter annoucement (30k 

followers) and community broadcast (15k 

members) for your DApp.  
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Ad 
Banner

Advertise your Dapp or Project on the 

Alightpay wallet Dapp ad banner,.

It is very effective and authentic marketing 

technique to influence users from trusted 

decentralised wallet app like Alightpay 

wallet.



Popular 
Dapps

You can place your project in Popular 

DApps on the Alighthtpay Wallet Dapp 

page, which enables it to be found easily on 

the page without having to search.

 Pro - popular Dapps

popular Dapps
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Pro-popular Dapps 

900 ALPY/week

Ad Banner

1000 ALPY/week

Token Listing

75ALPY

Dapp Listing

150 ALPY
Our Service
Charges

Alightpay Wallet
01. 02.

05.03.

Popular Dapps

500 ALPY/week

04.
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Alightpay                          

   Launching soon Launching soon

Wallet
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Profile

You.

2022

Thank

www.Alightpay.io

Join Our Journey

Team@Alightpay.io

www.Alightpay.io
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https://twitter.com/alightpay?t=Zpswiv6wl6H9IKDSE8yrMA&s=09
https://www.linkedin.com/company/alightpayofficial
https://t.me/Alightpay

